Abstract
Introduction
Do visual languages provide special usability benefits for novices learning how to write programs? It seems clear that they enable instructional techniques that would not be available with textual languages [3] [4] . One of these opportunities for improved usability is the capability to incorporate an instructional metaphor into the visual representation. This is widely believed to be a critical factor in improving usability of other graphical user interfaces, even outside the domain of programming. For example, Microsoft's Windows Interface Guidelines for Software Design states "Familiar metaphors provide a direct and intuitive interface to user tasks. By allowing users to transfer their knowledge and experience, metaphors make it easier to predict and learn the behaviors of software-based representations." [22] .
Metaphorical instruction has long been proposed as a means of making conventional programming languages easier to master. In 1975 Mayer [19] demonstrated the advantages of using an instructional metaphor when teaching the FORTRAN language. This metaphor was essentially a cover story (involving paper work in an office) for the behaviour of the "virtual machine" constituted by the FORTRAN compiler and runtime environment. A metaphorical cover story of this type gives the learner a framework in which to understand the effects of their actions. Chee [9] has suggested that the quality of such a metaphor can be formally evaluated in terms of the quality of the analogical structure mapping from the metaphor domain to the programming language domain.
Metaphor and mental models
If learners are not given an explicit cover story of this type, they still construct their own mental model of the machine, as has been observed by Young with pocket calculators [44] and Tauber with operating systems [36] . Unfortunately if novice programmers are not given a model of a virtual machine, they may invent an inappropriate explanation [6] [13] [14] , working from sources of information such as observing a debugger [7] extrapolating from tutorial code examples [24] , or imagining the behavior of the machine from the viewpoint of an internal agent [40] . It seems reasonable that teachers should anticipate this by providing some explicit story of what is happening inside the virtual machine -what du Boulay, O'Shea & Monk [11] called "the black box inside the glass box".
How can visual languages help to achieve this goal? It has been suggested (e.g. by Esteban, Chatty & Palanque [15] ) that the visual representation should make the virtual machine more explicit by depicting its behaviour pictorially. This might be an illustration of a metaphorical cover story like the FORTRAN one created by Mayer [19] . Kahn's ToonTalk [18] , for example, presents a pictorial metaphor of cartoon characters acting in a computational town of function houses and message-carrying birds. A more conventional approach than ToonTalk is to depict the virtual machine as if it were a physical machine [16] which can be understood by analogy from the user's experience of real world machines [36] [39] . Once again, the importance of this approach is supported by the fact that when an explicit metaphor is not provided, novice programmers create their own metaphors to explain the behavior of the language [17] .
Metaphor and paradigm
A visual programming language constructed according to these principles must serve a dual purpose: a notation for solving a problem in some problem domain, as well as the representation of some virtual machine [37] [2] . Its effectiveness will depend on how well information can be mapped from the problem domain to the notation, and from the notation to the virtual machine [31] [26] . The structure of the virtual machine, and the nature of the mapping, combine to form the programming paradigm -a family of languages that support the same programming techniques. Overly complex mappings can easily compromise performance [23] , so one of the main challenges in improving programming language usability is providing metaphors (and hence paradigms) that are appropriate for the user [8] [28] [27] , allowing them to learn the behaviour of the language but also to achieve useful tasks in their problem domain. Ideally, a visual programming language for novices should completely integrate the programming paradigm and the user interface metaphor.
Experiment A: Pictorial metaphor
This experiment was designed to test the efficacy of a visual programming language designed with an explicit pictorial metaphor that depicts a virtual machine. The language was a dataflow language, of the type commonly used in commercial VPLs such as LabVIEW or VEE. However it was simplified substantially, so that it could be taught to novice programmers within a two hour experimental session, including time for evaluation of learning. It included 11 basic dataflow elements (selectors, distributors, guards and accumulators), along with data sources and sinks, and data stream management.
We created two versions of the pictorial presentation of this language -one represented the dataflow paradigm using the metaphor of balls rolling through a physical machine. The syntax elements of the language were represented by cartoon-like pictures of balls rolling through mechanisms for selection, distribution etc., although these mechanisms were not intended to be realistic -subjects were told to imagine that the components worked by magic. Components were connected together by tracks showing balls rolling along them.
In the second version of the language, syntax elements were represented by purely geometric symbols, and components were connected by unadorned lines. This is more typical of commercial dataflow languages, where the metaphor is described in instructional material (LabVIEW uses the metaphor of electrical wiring), but not presented pictorially. Figure 1 shows two versions of a selection component, in the versions with and without the rolling ball metaphor. The component nodes and connections between them were given to subjects in the form of paper cut-outs, whose profiles were identical in each version. Subjects arranged these cut-outs on a tabletop by matching the right and left hand sides of the nodes. The table top was arranged in a way that resembled typical VPL environments. Divided trays containing piles of each component were placed at the left hand side of the work surface, made to resemble a software "palette". The behavior of each component was described on individual printed pages as if in a language manual or on-line help. These descriptions, and all instructions given by the experimenter, were identical in both experimental conditions -neither referred to the metaphor.
Method
Twelve experimental subjects were recruited from volunteers registered with the Subject Panel of the MRC Applied Psychology Unit in Cambridge, and from among staff at the Unit. They were divided into two groups on the basis of their prior experience of computer programming. Four subjects had previously worked as professional programmers ("experts"); eight had never written a computer program ("novices"). The novices were broadly matched in educational achievement and intelligence to the experts (educated to degree level, and IQ scores between 120 and 140). The novice group were then divided into four who were given the metaphorical version of the language, and four given the non-metaphorical version. The design compared the expert group to these two training groups. (Of the four experts, two used the metaphor version and two did not. This simply establishes a mean for comparison, however -we did not expect the metaphor to provide training effects for experts).
The experiment involved four programming tasks, each related to the processing of bank statements, in the course of which subjects also learned all the elements the language. In the first task, the experimenter demonstrated the creation of a program to add total credits and debits, describing the operation of the program as each component was added. This description was identical in the two versions of the language. After the program was complete, the experimenter shuffled the paper components, and asked the subject to reassemble to program while thinking aloud -this verbalisation was recorded and transcribed.
In the second task, the experimenter showed a completed program to the subject, who was told that it was designed to find missing check numbers in a sequence. He then asked the subject to explain how it worked. The program contained an error (it compared each number to itself rather than to the previous one in the sequence), and the subject was asked to find this error and suggest a way of fixing it. In the third task, the subject was given a description of a program that would check the locations of cash withdrawals, and display any that had been made outside Cambridge. He or she was then asked to create a program that would carry out this function. In the final task, the subject was asked to implement a program that would find a check paid to a particular recipient, and automatically write another check for the same amount.
Results
This experiment tested the hypotheses that the provision of a diagrammatic metaphor will make it easier for novices to learn to write computer programs, and that this assistance will reduce the differences in performance that would normally be expected between novices and expert programmers.
Performance was assessed using two dependent variables. The first was the total time that the subject took to complete each of the four activities described below. The second was the degree of elaboration that the subject produced in the two program construction tasks. The program specification that they were given allowed several different solutions, but complete solutions had similar degrees of complexity, while incomplete solutions omitted some of the required components. The relative quality of the solutions might be subject to interpretation, but the degree of completeness could be estimated by the simple measure of the number of nodes included.
The four expert subjects showed little variation resulting from use of the metaphor. This is as expected, given that experienced programmers have knowledge about programming that is independent of the representation being used [20] , and that they apply consistent strategies for code comprehension even when using a language that does not explicitly reveal their preferred structures [5] . The main analysis therefore compared the performance of the four novices given the pictorial metaphor to that of experts, and to that of novices given no metaphor. The value of the metaphor can be determined by the extent to which their performance is raised toward the expert level. Figure 2 shows time and elaboration for the three groups. There were significant differences between novices and experts both in time to complete the task, F (1, 10) This experiment assumed that providing a pictorial metaphor would be beneficial to novices, whether or not it was explicitly explained (the same assumption that is made in many graphical user interfaces). In order to test the extent to which novices used the metaphor, we compared the vocabulary used in the verbal transcripts. Noun phrases were divided into references to the virtual machine, references to the metaphor, and references to the problem. We found that none of the participants in the metaphor group ever referred to the implicit metaphor while thinking aloud. We also compared verb phrases, counting the verbs of motion that might be used when reasoning metaphorically about dataflow, and comparing them to other ways of describing computation. As shown in figure  3 , we found no significant difference in the proportion of motion verbs used by novices with the pictorial metaphor.
Discussion
The measures used in this experiment were successful in measuring different levels of performance -they clearly distinguished between the expert and novice groups. Despite the fact that the measures appear to be sufficiently sensitive, the expected improvement in performance when novices were given a metaphorical diagram was not observed. Some previous experiments in HCI areas other than programming have also failed to find improvements in performance when metaphors are introduced (e.g. Eberts & Bitianda [12] or Sutcliffe & Patel [35] ), but those studies have generally suggested that specific usability problems reduced the benefits expected of an otherwise valuable interaction metaphor.
It is possible that novices in this experiment simply ignored the illustrations, as their attention was never drawn to them explicitly. This behavior has been observed in studies of illustration by Wright, Milroy and Lickorish [43] . It may even be a sensible strategy for readers whose comprehension and reading speed would otherwise be reduced by the effort involved in integrating text and illustrations, as observed by Willows [42] in studies of reading speed in children, and by Mayer and Sims [21] in a comparison of students with high and low scores on spatial reasoning tests. Some experimental subjects even made comments about the apparent complexity of the pictorial version -in informal discussions at the end of experimental sessions, subjects who were shown both alternatives often expressed a preference for the cleaner graphics of the non-metaphorical version.
The second experiment was designed to avoid the problems of graphic complexity and of subjects ignoring the pictorial metaphor by using only one visual format, but providing an explicit instructional metaphor. The complexity of the tasks was also reduced, in order to isolate the value of metaphorical diagrams for specific programming constructs.
Experiment B: Explanatory metaphor
The metaphorical interpretation in this experiment was provided in explanatory text, in a way that is more typical of current VPLs -that is, the diagrams are composed of simple geometric elements rather than pictures, and users are only aware of the metaphor if they are given explicit instruction. It also used experimental tasks that did not, on the surface, resemble computer programming. Subjects were not told that the experiment had any relationship to computer programming. Instead, we presented diagrams using (slightly contrived) non-software task contexts to express concepts that are more often found in computer programs than in everyday life: control flow, closure, database join and visibility. An example of a control flow diagram, illustrating a washing machine cycle, is shown in figure 4 . The explanation of each diagram incorporated either a systematic metaphor that compared the graphical elements to some physical situation with an appropriate structure, or a nonsense metaphor that compared them to an irrelevant physical situation. The example in figure 4 described a washing machine cycle, where processes must be started, stopped or repeated according to conditions such as water level and temperature. Each process is shown as a circle, which may include other sub-processes. The signal to start a process is shown by a line with a star at the end, while a stop signal is shown by an arc at the end. One process can be made to start when another stops, shown by a jagged line at the first process.
For this diagram, the systematic metaphor described the process circles as turning cogs. The star showing when a process starts resembles a starting cog, while the arc showing when it stops resembles a brake shoe. The jagged line is a spring which rebounds when the cog that it is attached to stops. The nonsense metaphor, in contrast, described the circles as rock pools, with the stars and jagged lines resembling starfish and worms. The other diagrams were presented in similar terms, with appropriate systematic and nonsense metaphors describing their intended interpretation.
Method
Sixteen experimental subjects were recruited from two different populations. Eight were volunteers from the APU Subject Panel, none of whom had any experience of computer programming ("novices"). The other eight were experienced programmers employed at the Advanced Software Centre of Hitachi Europe Limited ("experts").
The experimental material was presented as a bound booklet containing both explanations of the diagrams and comprehension tests. Subjects were instructed to work through the booklet in order, without turning back to look at previous pages. At the top of each page was a box where the subject wrote the time (in seconds) when they started work on that page. Each subject was presented with all four diagrams, two of which were explained with systematic metaphors, and the other two with nonsense metaphors. The order and allocation of these conditions were balanced across all subjects.
The booklet included three tasks to be performed using each diagram: comprehension questions relating to an example of the diagram, drawing missing graphical elements on an incomplete diagram, given text describing the missing information in terms of the problem domain, and writing missing labels on an incomplete diagram according to the constraints in a problem domain description.
There were two dependent variables. The first was the speed with which subjects completed each task. The second was accuracy of each response. We calculated a normalized accuracy score for each task, in which the lowest score was assigned a normalized value of zero, and the highest a value of 100. All other scores were normalized by a linear interpolation between these values.
Results
The first hypothesis was that experts would perform better than novices. The times taken by each group to complete the three tasks, as well as the mean accuracy achieved by each group, were compared in an analysis of variance (ANOVA). This indicates that experts were significantly more accurate, with an average score of 61% whereas novices had an average score of 46%, F (1, 14) =5.48, p<.05. Experts did not finish the tasks more quickly than novices -in fact they spent slightly longer, but this difference was not significant.
The second hypothesis was that a systematic metaphor would bring novice performance closer to that of the experts. Figure 5 shows the interaction between expertise and metaphor type. As expected, accuracy is poorer when the nonsense metaphor has been given. This difference does appear to be greater for novices than for experts, but the interaction is not significant. The effect of this interaction on the time taken to complete the tasks indicates that novices spend more time trying to use the nonsense metaphor, while experts spend less time. This interaction is not significant either, however. There was a significant interaction of task type with experience, F(2,28)=5.60, p<.01. Experts performed best in the task where a diagram was completed by drawing in missing elements. Novices performed more poorly on this task than on other tasks, with an average drawing score of 34%, versus 65% for experts. If the effect of metaphor is considered separately for each task type within the novice sample, metaphor appears to have had no effect at all on drawing task performance.
Discussion
As in experiment 1, the performance measures used in this experiment do provide a distinction between novice and expert performance which sets a reference point for the amount of benefit that metaphorical instruction provides to novices. Unlike experiment A, experts did not perform these tasks significantly faster than novices. They did achieve greater accuracy, however. In experiment A metaphor had little further effect on the performance of experts, and that finding was repeated here. This is not of great concern, as this study concentrates on the benefit that metaphor can provide for novices. However, as with the implicit metaphor of experiment 1, it is surprising that the explicit explanatory metaphors in this experiment provided little benefit for novices.
Experiment C: Bad metaphor or none?
The results in the first two experiments might be criticised on the grounds that the metaphors were simply poorly designed. Even in experiment B, where we created an intentionally poor metaphor, it is possible that the two metaphors could be roughly equivalent in the amount of instructional benefit that they provided (for example, the nonsense metaphor might assist subjects to form bizarre mnemonic images). This third experiment therefore added a third condition to those in experiment B, in which no metaphor at all was given (as in the first experiment).
For this experiment, a further two diagrams were created, illustrating the computational concepts of remote execution and selection -once again using everyday examples rather than programming terminology.
Method
Twelve subjects were recruited from the APU volunteer panel. All were programming novices. As in experiment B, subjects were given a balanced number of diagrams for each metaphor condition: systematic, nonsense, and no metaphor at all. They answered comprehension questions for examples of every diagram, and completed incomplete diagrams by writing in missing labels. The test in which incomplete diagrams were completed by drawing was omitted from this experiment, as it had been particularly unaffected by metaphor use, and may therefore have masked the benefits of metaphor in the other tasks.
Material was again presented to subjects in booklet form. Subjects wrote directly in the booklet, and used a stopwatch to record the amount of time they spent working on each page. As in experiment B, performance was measured using speed with which participants completed the tasks, and accuracy in the tasks. Accuracy scores were again normalised for each task, so that treatment effects could be compared using scores on different tasks.
Results
The hypothesis for this experiment was that performance with no metaphor would be intermediate between that in the systematic metaphor and nonsense metaphor cases. In fact, there was no significant difference in speed between the three cases, F (2, 22) Why might the absence of a metaphor improve performance? Participants might have noticed that the nonmetaphorical explanations were shorter than the others in the booklet, and realised that some systematic motivation for the choice of symbols had been hidden from them. They may well have constructed their own explanatory metaphor at this point. A self-generated explanation may even be a superior mnemonic to the metaphor provided in other explanations. In order to test this, we compared the time that participants spent reading the diagram explanation. Reading time would normally be shorter in the condition with no metaphor, as the text is shorter. If participants were constructing their own explanations, reading time should be longer for the condition with no metaphor.
Reading times for each metaphor condition are shown in table 2. Reading time is in fact shorter for the nometaphor condition. It is longest for the nonsense condition (as in the case of experts in experiment B), suggesting that participants spend more time trying to make sense of the nonsense metaphor. 
Discussion
This experiment replicates the results of experiment B, in which no clear benefit was found as a result of providing an explicit instructional metaphor. Not only was no difference found between systematic metaphor and a nonsense metaphor, but providing no metaphor at all seems to be just as beneficial for understanding visual representations of simple programming constructs.
Conclusions
Visual programming languages have often been described as providing usability advantages for inexperienced programmers because they are easier to learn than textual languages [3] [41] . The experiments in this study have investigated one hypothesis regarding the usability of visual languages -that they can assist the user to understand a virtual machine through some metaphorical presentation of the machine in diagrammatic form.
The experimental results have not supported that hypothesis, however. The experiments described in this paper tested the hypothesis by making instructional metaphors more or less available to inexperienced programmers, and evaluating the resulting changes in usability by comparison to the performance of experienced programmers. In experiment A, the metaphor was conveyed by making the elements of the diagram more pictorial, while in experiments B and C the metaphor was explicitly described in instructional material. In neither case did the provision of the metaphor result in appreciable performance improvements relative to more experienced programmers, despite the fact that the computational concepts included in the diagrams of experiment 2 were heavily disguised, and the fact that the diagrams were equally novel to all subjects.
This negative result is not what we expected when we commenced the study. It cannot be criticised on the basis that the measures of usability were ineffective, that the diagrams and metaphors were simply poorly designed, or that the metaphors were ignored by experimental subjects, because the measures of performance were successful in distinguishing between expert and novice performance, yet they failed to demonstrate the substantial usability benefits that are often claimed for metaphor. We confidently expected to see those benefits when this study was initiated. This expectation did lead to experimental designs with smaller numbers of subjects than would be needed to discount any effect at all -but the fact that the effects, if any, were so small over multiple experiments casts doubt on the central importance of metaphor.
These results do, moreover, follow a pattern consistent with other empirical research projects in HCI, which have failed to find significant usability benefits when metaphors are compared to non-metaphorical interfaces [32] . These studies generally view their findings in an optimistic light (for example, as resulting from individual differences in the experimental sample, as in a study by Rohr [33] ), and do not question the central assumption regarding the usability value of metaphor (e.g. in a study by Simpson and Pellegrino [34] ).
The situation is also confused by the fact that studies demonstrating the advantages of direct manipulation interfaces (e.g. those by Benbasat and Todd [1] or Davis & Bostrom [10] ) are often quoted in support of the value of metaphor. Such studies do not in fact separate the manipulation of metaphor from other interface characteristics. We do not deny that graphical user interfaces in general are valuable, and that direct manipulation in particular provides clear benefits -we simply suggest that these benefits might have been wrongly attributed to instructional metaphor. If those interfaces were tested with and without explanatory metaphors, it seems possible that direct manipulation would be equally effective with no associated metaphor.
In the case of visual programming languages, we think that these results do at least suggest caution regarding the application of metaphor to visual languages. We recognise that there are successful visual languages that include extended metaphors (Kahn's ToonTalk [18] is a prominent example), so the use of an explicit metaphor in an instructional context can obviously be valuable. However our results show that usability benefits derived from improved learnability are not necessarily automatic. Our recommendations for future research are firstly, that metaphor should not be treated as an necessary criterion when designing visual representations, and secondly that further empirical investigations should be made of those VPLs which successfully incorporate explicit metaphors, in order to determine whether the usability of the language really derives from the metaphor, or from some other source. Our continuing investigations suggest that some alternative contributing factors include level of attention given to the metaphor during training, additional cognitive load involved in interpreting a systematic metaphor, and the well-known mnemonic benefits of combining pictorial images with verbal cues (even in the absence of any systematic pictorial metaphor).
